
 *as demonstrated in alpha and beta testing

Looking to provide a superior experience to guests, increase productivity for cleaning staff, and better manage your bottom line?  
Do it all with Onvation.




Restrooms are one of the most complained about areas in any building. Yet having janitorial staff constantly checking restroom conditions results in 

wasted time, wasted product, unproductive teams, and mismanaged spending.

 


Onvation enables facility managers to deploy cleaners when and where they are needed. It does this by integrating seamlessly with smart dispensers 
from Kimberly-Clark Professional and GOJO Industries to monitor restroom conditions in real-time. With the ongoing advancement of IoT solutions 

and the increasing demand for visible health and hygiene efforts, the time to optimize operations with smart restroom technology is now. 


Up to 80% reduction in 
consumable waste

80%*
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Connected Plumbing Work Order Systems

Traffic Monitoring Smart Dispensers

Up to 75% reduction in complaints 
and work orders with Onvation®

75%
Saves over 90% time spent 
checking dispensers

90%



How Onvation Works

See what our customers have to say about Onvation,

ranked #1  restroom solution.1smart

"The  we’ve gained 
have gone far beyond what 

we ever imagined."

efficiencies

Orlando Ackerson
Resident Regional Director

Environmental Services 

Xanitos

"Tenant satisfaction surveys 
from Kingsley rose from  

a 3.0 to a 4.7.”

John Sutherland

Vice President

Paramount 
Building Solutions

"The Onvation restroom smart 
system gives us a huge 

. From myself to my managers, 
to the cleaning staff, we're blown 

away by the technology."

peace of 
mind

John Mongello

Vice President of Building Services

The Durst Organization 

One World Trade Center

Ready to Learn More?

Email Us
kcpinfo@kcc.com

Call Us
1-800-241-3146

Book a Consultation
kcprofessional.com/Onvation

1. based on KCP US customer survey August 2021
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Smart Sensors

Smart Dispensers

Smart Fixtures

1. Collect 2. Connect 3. Analyze
Onvation receives, aggregates,

and analyzes the data to deliver

actionable insights.

4. Improve
Smart dispensers, sensors,

and fixtures collect real-time

usage data and device status.

The local gateway collects 

the data and securely sends 

it to the Onvation cloud.

Real-time notifications and advanced

analytics predict and proactively 

improve operational efficiency.
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